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S

pamalot tells the legendary tale of King Arthur’s quest to find the Holy Grail. Inspired by the classic
comedy film, Monty Python and the Holy Grail, the musical also diverts a bit from more traditional
versions of the legend. Instead, Spamalot features shenanigans including dancing Minstrels, flatulent
Frenchmen, and killer rabbits. Outside, there is plague with a 50% chance of pestilence and famine.
Throughout the show, Arthur, travelling with his servant Patsy, recruits several knights to accompany
him on his quest, including Sir Bedevere, Sir Robin, Sir Lancelot, and Sir Galahad. Besides the rabbits
and Frenchman, they meet such characters as the Lady of the Lake, Prince Herbert, Tim the Enchanter,
Not Dead Fred, the Black Knight, and the Knights who say Ni.
We have a wonderfully talented cast with students from Year 7 up to Year 13. I have been so
impressed with the sense of comradery and teamwork, with everyone wanting to muck in and help with
all aspects of stagecraft. Spamalot really is a team production.
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Get ready for Spamalot cont’d
Hannah Wall and Jack Dobre have been such a support to me,
choreographing the larger numbers and working so well with the younger
students – their contribution has been invaluable.
Also working by my side have been Yash Kutty, Emma Neal and Jodie
Harvey, my excellent Assistant Directors who have brought their creative
visions to life and have helped me also to realise my own ideas on stage with
our talented cast.
It has been a pleasure to work with Mr Worrall and Mr Bluff on my first
production here, what a team we have become!
We have all had so much fun creating this show, every rehearsal is filled with
laughter and silliness – but the logistical and physical demand on a show like
this is huge. Now the real hard work of consolidating the blocking, line
learning and practising the dance routines begins as we head into our final
weeks.
The theatre world has been greatly impacted by the pandemic, with many theatres closing, actors and crew losing their jobs,
shows cancelled and the colourful and vibrant West End and Broadway going dark.
We hope that this colourful, energetic, and
joyous production will be a perfect way to
forget bleaker times and give a bright
reawakening, and the start of many more
KEGS productions.
Please come and support us by booking
tickets through Wisepay!

From the Head
TOM CARTER

A

s we approach half term, I am delighted to see all the preparations underway for a
whole school production. House Drama in January reminded us all of the depth of
talent and interest in theatre at KEGS. After all the cancellations, amendments and
barriers of the last two years there is a huge sense of anticipation ahead of our
production of ‘Spamalot’. I am sure it has already brought – and will continue to bring a huge amount of fun and enjoyment to all those involved. I look forward to seeing it
on stage and I am very grateful to all those who have given time and expertise to enable
it to take place – and in particular to our Drama and Music teachers, Mrs Garnish, Mr
Worrall and Mr Bluff.
Elsewhere in this newsletter it is excellent to see so much of ‘normal’ extra-curricular
life featured. Opportunities to go on trips and take part in events and competitions are
an important part of what KEGS has to offer. Congratulations to our public speaking
and debating teams and to our Arkwright engineering scholars. And particular congratulations to Eesen Nullatamby, Jamie
Brown and Joe Sidwell for their individual achievements in very different endeavours.
The serious business of exam preparation is of course very much a current issue in the news – and will be particularly in the
minds of Year 13 and Year 11 students – but I hope that one of the legacies of the pandemic will be to make us all value the
wider enrichment opportunities that life brings our way – and encourage us to take part in or support such activities.
I wish everyone well for a good half term before the second part of the Spring term.
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Captains’ Blog
SHYAAM BALASEGARAM, BEN BISHOP & LIBBY SIMMONS, SCHOOL CAPTAINS

W

ith the first half term of 2022 rolling to a close, we can look
back at the plethora of activities and challenges constituting
KEGS academic and extra-curricular life that have been showcased over
the past few busy months, and give ourselves a pat on the back for all
the achievements made.
Clubs and societies have been plunging back into action post-Christmas,
with excellent presentations about Artificial Intelligence conducted by
our Computing Society, and competitions won by the debating club, as
well as many sports fixtures and weekly sessions ran by Societies
completed.
This term also saw the excellent theatrical performances of House
Drama, showcasing the wide range of talent exhibited by students here
at KEGS to a limited but attentive audience of lower school students.
With extracts from ‘The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time’, ‘Hamlet’ and ‘The Breakfast Club’, the entertaining
potential of KEGS thespians was impressively displayed and celebrated, but ultimately only one house could win: Strutt, following
their victory in House Music the previous term!
The Winter concert was also a huge success, the first since 2019, as the wind band, choir and senior orchestra provided a
fantastic programme of music, as well as the Nine lessons and carols taking place in Chelmsford Cathedral being well received
and creating an incredible atmosphere with performances by the choir, and numerous moving readings; an incredible term for
our music department.
With Year 11 exams and many Year 13s receiving offers from top universities, KEGS has also been rife with academic challenge
and achievement, with many students excelling and exceeding all expectations.
Prizegiving could also take place for the first time since 2019, with the Year 14s able to reunite, as well as giving deserved
recognition to the hard-working students who earned prizes, and hosting an incredible speech from guest speaker Doug
McCallum.
The wider integration of PSHE sessions has been continuing, focusing on exam technique and stress regulation for the older year
groups, and important subjects such as body image in lower school, as well as whole year group assemblies on fascinating topics
like intersectionality. With February marking LGBTQ+ History month, we are also excited to see the Equalities Committee, as
well as staff members and students, actively engaging in spreading awareness and celebrating the achievements of the LGBTQ+
community.
We’d like to congratulate everyone on their achievements this half term, be they exams, university or extra-curricular, and wish
everyone a restful holiday.

Public speaking and debating team success

M

any congratulations to Alfie Barnbrook (Year 7) and Atharv Gupta & Tejas Mishra (both from Year 8) who secured a place
in the second round of the Year 7-11 ESU-Churchill Public Speaking Competition. A second team, comprising Frank Ma,
Liam Gibney and Sean Oztoprak, did not progress to round 2, but impressed the judges nonetheless.
In the Sixth Form section, Hani Abbas, Sebin Tomy and Casey Abrahams all took part, with Casey progressing as far as the
second round.
This prestigious competition, sponsored by the International Churchill Society, is the largest such contest in England and Wales,
with around 400 teams (each comprising a speaker, questioner and a chairperson). The different roles allow students to practise
and excel in different skill sets, and the competition’s unique format, which pairs the speaker from one school with the chair and
questioner of another, encourages quick thinking and relationship building. Good luck to the team for the next round at ARU in
February.
Congratulations too to the Mace debating team of Krish Singh (Y13), Alexia Deighton (Y13), Rudrrayan Manna (Y11), and Atharv
Gupta (Y8) who have won against their opposition in the first round. We hope to report on their continuing success in the next
issue of KEGS News.
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‘Economics In Action’ trip to Westminster
CYNDY ALIMA, YEAR 13

C

onsidering these unprecedented times, it is necessary for us to remain
vigilant. Our economy is ever-changing, which led to the necessity of this
excellent opportunity of the ‘Economics in Action’ conference in Westminster
by the Economics department. Located in the hub of economic activity, we
Yr13s had the pleasure of hearing a variety of experts speak about topics that
are not only inherent in our A-Level Economics content, but also inherent in our
society.
We arrived in the hall with a warm and welcoming greeting from Bobby Seagull,
writer of ‘The Life Changing Magic of Numbers’ and teacher, who outlined our
itinerary for the day and the overall importance of Economics in our lives. The
venue was full of eager students, with many of us taking notes and asking questions along the way.
The first speaker was Lindsay Judge, Research Director of Resolution Foundation. Lindsay gave us an insight on working at an
economic think-tank, detailing the aim of the foundation- working to improve the living standards of those on low/middle incomes.
This was particularly striking as Lindsay revealed distinct figures e.g., the median UK income is £23k (but people generally think
higher) to outline the importance of examining wealth and income in order to improve the equality in our country. This all had us
very engaged, asking questions such as ‘Does the trickle-down effect really happen?’ ‘Should we prioritise economic growth over
income equality?’ Or even ‘Is income inequality a realistic objective in a capitalist society?’ Given the economic precarity that we
are dealing with today, Lindsay helped us realise that there is a bigger issue at hand and it is important to equivalise household
income. Lindsay's talk was poignant, full of graphs and interaction that kept us engaged the whole way through.
The following speaker was Anna Bird, the Principal Advisor of The Behavioural Insights Team. This talk was primarily for us to
understand how behavioural economics is the framework for human behaviour and decision making. This talk started off strong,
highlighting parts of ourselves we did not realise by using Daniel Kahneman’s theory of two styles of thinking. Often our decisions
are not made using deep thinking but merely fast and instinctive processes of thoughts. Although this seemed fairly obvious, Anna
Bird continued to explain how this would impact our economic thinking and took this microcosmic idea to a macrocosmic one.
Through various effects such as the ‘Message effect’ or the ‘Reciprocity effect’, the government will be able to manipulate our
decision making and steer us in the ‘right’ direction. Now this led to an interesting debate on whether nudge policy is a moral act;
does nudge policy reduce free-will? This question still resonates with me today and thanks must be given to Anna Bird who delved
into the relevance of behavioural economics and how it intertwines with economic decisions.
Moving on we had a re-introduction to Bobby Seagull, and we were all in awe by his book publishing and his achievements of being
on TV for ‘Monkman & Seagull’s Genius Guide to Britain’. We felt very privileged to hear such an intellectual speak about financial
markets and the different financial shocks that have happened in history. From the South Sea shock to the Tulip Mania’s price
index increase, we learnt all about how financial crashes occur and ways the economy struggle to get out of this. The reassurance
we had was the inevitability of the economic cycle and that following a recession must come a boom (fingers crossed)!
After a brief intermission, we had Christian Spielman from the University of Bristol speak to us on Policies for a greener future.
This was quite interesting as the world’s interest in environment has only recently gained prevalence even though it has always
been an issue. Amid all the technical graphs and specialised terms, we were all able to relate to Christian’s argument on how the
environment should become a more important macroeconomic objective. Through this he analysed the role of economists in
aiding the environment in a three-step plan: Prioritise, Support Change and Evaluate. How he condensed this very intricate
argument was very impressive and led to us contemplating what we can do to help protect this world we treasure the most.
Environmental care isn't only about planting trees and recycling but it is bigger than that- environmental taxes, regulations, trade
systems, etc. are all ways that the government can help tackle this issue so we can achieve a sustainable future.
And finally, to conclude this enlightening day we had Ayeisha Thomas-Smith, television broadcaster and presenter of the ‘Weekly
Economics Podcast’, speak to us on whether the UK is really growing. This was definitely my favourite talk, and my face was stuck
in my notebook trying to scribble down all her arguments! We learn about GDP as the be-all end-all of economic growth but is it
really all it’s cracked up to be? Ayeisha highlighted that the limitations of GDP are extensive e.g. If crime increases, this is good for
GDP as it counts for economic activity (clearly not the best idea). This really highlighted the disparity between economic welfare
and societal welfare and got me questioning whether Kuznet and Keynes were right to suggest this approach. Ayeisha perfectly
illustrated the complexities of the economy and hardships we face when saying that GDP is the best measure of growth- why
doesn’t it measure environment? What happens to domestic unpaid labour? How can it distinguish between good and bad output?
Luckily Ayeisha put my turmoil at ease by suggesting different measures for our economy, perhaps by measuring the change in
poverty rates or using the GPI (Genuine Progress Indicator). To conclude this talk, Ayeisha did leave us with a resonating quote
from Einstein that seems cryptic at first but really outlined how hard it was to measure growth: ‘‘Not everything that counts can
be counted, and not everything that can be counted counts’.
This trip was truly eye-opening and allowed us all to delve into the complexities of the economy and how it frames our world.
Thank you to Mr Gibbs for organising this insightful trip, and I hope the Year 13s to come will also have this incredible experience.
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ARTiculation success for Eesen
ZOE DOBSON, ART TEACHER

M

any congratulations to Y12 Eesen
Nullatamby who has been named as
one of the two winners of the Whitechapel
heat of the ARTiculation Prize recently.
Eesen beat off tough competition, including
some students from top London schools, to
win a place in the next round.
The ARTiculation Prize is a national public
speaking competition for students aged
between 16 and 19. Students deliver 10minute presentations on a work of art,
architecture or an artefact of their choice in
front of an audience and an adjudicator at
museums and galleries. Adjudicators ask a
question after each presentation and give feedback to each student before
selecting two speakers to go through to the next stage. The prize cumulates
with the Grand Final at the National Gallery, London on 23 March 2022.
Adjudicators are asked to assess each presentation as a whole, looking at
content, structure, delivery and the speaker’s original approach.
Dr Richard Martin (adjudicator) praised Eesen for a wonderful opening and
for asking such a bold and philosophical question which set the stage for a
very engaging talk. He praised Eesen for continuing to pose us questions
throughout the presentation and for his excellent content: from the
reception of the work in popular culture, the context of Surrealism,
psychoanalysis and in particular, stated how much he had enjoyed Eesen’s
comparison of Dali’s method with those of a method actor!
Good luck to Eesen for the semi-final in the V&A Gallery on 8 March!

Year 12 engineers win Arkwright Scholarships

C

ongratulations to Year 12s Casey Abrahams, Joshil
Patel, Karan Sharma and Maxwell Sharp who have been
awarded with prestigious scholarships from one of the UK’s
leading engineering programmes.
The Arkwright Engineering Scholarship is a programme from
national education charity, the Smallpeice Trust, which has
been providing scholarships to students for 30 years. The
programme identifies, inspires and nurtures future leaders in
engineering, computing and technical design. Applicants take
part in a rigorous selection process during Year 11 and
successful candidates receive funding to either support the
purchase of components and materials to enhance their
curriculum projects, or to spend on attendance on technical
courses, summer schools or university open days. The
school also receives money to spend on STEM subjects.
Each scholarship is sponsored either by a commercial
company, trade association, university, professional
institution, armed service, government organisation, worshipful company, charitable trust or personal donor who provide support
for each student, for example, valuable hands-on work experience, support for curriculum projects and a personal mentor.
This year almost 1300 students aged between 15 and 16 years old applied, following nominations from their schools, with 289
scholarships awarded.
Pictured is Stephen Cornish presenting the Year 12 Arkwright Scholars with their certificates.
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Two theatre trips and a lecture for English students
LIZ COLLIER, HEAD OF ENGLISH & CALEB MARLOW, YEAR 13

A

return to face-to-face teaching
this academic year has resulted in
several opportunities beyond the
classroom for A-level-English students.
In November, we commenced with a
university-style lecture delivered by
Andrew Rudd on Wuthering
Heights, the Romantic movement, and
Byronic heroes. Andrew Rudd is a
KEGS alumnus and a senior lecturer at
the University of Exeter, having
completed his BA at Durham and his
MPhil and PhD at Cambridge. We
were delighted to invite him back to
KEGS to take a different role in the
assembly hall, this time in front of the
lectern.
Year 13 students also visited
Shakespeare’s Globe to see Blanche McIntyre’s modern take on Measure for Measure, and Sean Holmes’ rework of Hamlet, the
latter reviewed by Caleb Marlow:
At around 12pm on Saturday 28th January, I stepped into South-East London, checked my maps app to get an idea of my whereabouts
and walked over the Blackfriars Bridge (Tower Bridge’s less interesting neighbour). I took a left turn down the steep stairs and carried on
through the arches, walking before the familiar brutalist tower of the Tate modern, in front of which sat a man with his typewriter, crafting
poetry.
Enter the theatre Unexpectedly, The Globe had some of the most uncomfortable seating arrangements I had ever
experienced. I imagined being in the upper galleries was somewhat a symbol of status, but I
was sorely mistaken.
The first act Oddly, a beautiful Ophelia, clad in an oversized hoodie and basketball shorts, sang for us in a
monotone but sweet voice. Then, the only lit candelabra was lowered into a religious looking
bath of murky water, complete darkness. The audience were thrown into a state of ambiguity
when the traditional epilogue began: “Who’s there?” The play was off, and with great haste.
During the first of the two intervals, we reconvened and discussed. The first excitement was, of
course, Ophelia, one of the most iconic of Shakespeare's tragic heroines. She had suddenly
changed into a minimalist 16th century gown, adorned with pearls. We all correctly anticipated
that she would change back into her hoodie and shorts in the later scenes when she goes mad.
General consensus –
The actor playing Hamlet was unfortunately weak at first, dressed in black, set against the rest
of the beige court. He needed to decide on which guise he would play: moody teen, eccentric
intellectual or pedantic playwright; but he was none of the above. Claudius aptly got on
everyone's nerves, playing a ‘bread filled’ fellow fondling his wife. Gertrude was simply perfect, how everyone had imagined her: slightly
malnourished, not saying very much but reacting to her husband with an open, yet empty expression.
End the first interval –
We were then rounded up like cattle, by a woman with a bell, and flooded back into our seats, each devising ways to make the seating
plans more comfortable. I folded up my jacket and lent on the handlebars in front of me.
The second third began, and Hamlet sprang into action (or inaction, depending on your interpretation). He was unquestionably better as a
comedy actor, participating with the audience and dancing to random jigs that the legendary guitar player performed. However, every so
often he plunged into complete madness, spitting a tirade at whichever female character he could get his hands on (so much closer to the
Hamlet I had imagined when reading the play.)
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Two theatre trips and a lecture for English students (cont’d)
“The Mousetrap” began, ingenious and hilarious with the player queen puppeteering
Gertrude and the player king gyrating across the small stage. Two of us were mouthing lines
to each other on opposite sides of the balcony, having performed a (winning) house drama
performance of this scene just a few weeks before.
The highlight of the play was undeniably the graveside clown, played by the aforementioned
guitarist who, with an Irish priest, threw the play into the 21st century. Using skulls and
bones as instrumentals and making comedic commentary on acting, politics and religion - he
was pitch perfect. His joke about Tory MPs throwing parties during lockdown went down a
treat: most of the room cheered whilst a small few slumped in their seats looking
disappointed.
The play ended with nearly all of the players dying, paddling in the murky water, filled with
Ophelia’s ashes. The already-dead characters played the role of the chorus in the back,
calling the cast to join them in death. One student pointed out that Polonius, covered in just
the right amount of fake blood, sold his character convincingly. The ending was no more
illuminating than reading the play. Dr. Collier’s hypothesis is that Shakespeare ran out of time
or money, but we stood in ovation, nonetheless.
Another student and I made some profound remarks about how artists martyr themselves so
that they can be viewed as “genii.” Sir took all necessary photographs of us crowded together
outside of the theatre. A few of us held onto our fringes so the wind wouldn’t reveal our unfortunate hairlines, and then a group of KEGS
students went off into the lights of London, fancying ourselves city folk for the rest of the night.

Peter Seabrook 1935-2022

W

e were saddened to hear of the death of KEGS
alumnus Peter Seabrook MBE, gardening expert,
horticultural writer and former presenter of BBC Gardeners
World, who died on 14 January 2022 at the age of 86. Peter
grew up in Galleywood and attended KEGS from 1947-51
before leaving at the age of 16 to start work at local garden
centre company Cramphorns before studying for a national
diploma in horticulture at Writtle College.
Peter was a passionate gardener and plantsman, and was not
shy of putting forward his views on all things horticultural. He
was a prolific broadcaster, writer and columnist, and took on
freelance roles as an advisor to nurseries and garden centres
and acquired several horticultural directorships.
His great communication skills, together with a huge talent for
practical gardening and knowledge of developments within the
Picture reproduced by kind permission of Arthur Edwards / The Sun / News Licensing
industry, took him into the world of TV and radio, first on
Gardeners Question Time, followed by BBC1’s Pebble Mill at One show. From there he joined Gardeners World, and at the
same time made his debut on American television hosting a gardening show for over 20 years.
His high profile resulted in him being hired by The Sun as their gardening editor, where he wrote a weekly column for over 40
years. His competition prizes for the newspaper became somewhat legendary, with one competition offering 10 prizes of
lawnmowers attracting 50,000 entries, more than a competition with a prize of a Jaguar car had received! He became the expert
behind The Sun’s many years of exhibiting at the Chelsea Flower Show, where he co-ordinated their garden display which
involved designs contributed by college students, garden centres and nurseries, many of which were medal-winning.
He also wrote long running columns for a number of other monthly gardening magazines, and together with a number of others
formed the Garden Writers Guild. He was also made an Associate of Honour of the Royal Horticultural Society.
Still living and working in Chelmsford until his recent death, his last project was an exhibit at the Chelsea Flower Show to mark
the Queen’s Platinum Jubilee.
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The World Outside KEGS
SQUASH SUCCESS FOR JAMIE
After a long break due to the various Covid lockdowns junior squash
tournaments finally resumed in the autumn and Jamie Brown of 11Z set about
successfully defending his County and Regional titles. He competed in the English
Championships at Nottingham University where he placed a commendable 8th
justifying his highest national ranking to date of 7th.
In between matches Jamie was able to take the opportunity of looking around
the impressive David Ross sports village. Nottingham is one of the premier
universities in the UK where students can study sports science whilst combining
it with playing squash at a high level. The next big event for Jamie is the British
Championships and his longer-term aim is to break into the U17 England top 5
by the end of the 2022.

ALEX IN BID TO
REGAIN HIS CYCLING
ONE HOUR RECORD

ELY CATHEDRAL CONCERT
FOR YEAR 11 CHORISTERS

Pro cyclist Alex Dowsett, who was
at KEGS from 2000-2007,
attempted to regain the men’s one
hour cycling world record in
November. Alex, whose career
highlights include wining Gold in
the cycling time trial at the
Glasgow Commonwealth Games in
2014, originally broke the hour
record in 2015. Unfortunately he
just missed out on the record this
time but raised a lot of money for
the haemophilia charities he
supports as a haemophilia sufferer
himself. Alex is pictured at Bedford
Fields where he dropped in on
Sports Day in 2016.

COUNTY GOLF CALL UP
FOR JOE
Congratulations to Joe Sidwell in Year 9
who has won a place on the U14/U15
Essex Golf Coaching Squad for 2022.
Joe qualified for county level coaching
following selection at the Essex County
Golf trials last autumn.

80 YEARS OF KEGS MUSIC
TEACHING!
Pictured recently at Chelmsford Cathedral,
Peter Cross (left) KEGS Director of Music
1966-86,
David Sparrow (middle), Assistant Director
1969-86 / Director 1986-2006
Tim Worrall, Assistant Director 2001-2006 and
current Director of Music since 2006
Together they represent 80 years of music
teaching in one photo!

In November, three KEGS students – Joseph
Bridge, Atharv Gupta and James Williams - all
members of Essex Youth Choir, enjoyed a
memorable evening singing Haydn’s Creation
in Ely Cathedral. Essex Youth Choir joined
with other student choirs from across
London and East Anglia to form a 250 strong
chorus with soloists and orchestral players
from the well-known Gabrieli Consort with
Paul McCreesh, the Consort’s Artistic
Director, conducting.
Rehearsals began in the October half-term,
culminating in an intensive day in London just
before the concert. It was an amazing
experience to have the opportunity to work
with professional musicians, be rehearsed by
Paul McCreesh and see how a choral work is
brought to life on stage. The acoustics in the
majestic cathedral setting were amazing and it
was truly wonderful to be singing in front of a
live audience once again.
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House Table Tennis competition results
Congratulations to the following students on their house table tennis success:Year 8
Overall results:
1st Mildmay
2nd Tindal
3rd Strutt
4th Holland
Year 8 'A' competition winners - Mildmay (pictured top)
Left to right: Luv Goel, Nipun Innani, Charlie Gould [Absent: Thomas Taylor-Widgery]
Year 8 'B' competition winners - Mildmay (pictured below)
Left to right: Edward Knatchbull, James Jacobs, Sushant Lankothu, Atharv Gupta

Year 9
Overall results:
1st Mildmay
2nd Tindal
3rd Holland
4th Strutt
Year 9 A competition winners - Mildmay (pictured top)
Left to right: Alex Czapski, Oscar Hutt, Dion Fernandes, Darshan Anand
Year 9 'B' competition winners - Mildmay (pictured below)
Left to right - Dylan Boateng, Mohammad Shaik, James McGrath, Ashav Singh

Year 11
Overall results:
1st Holland
2nd Strutt
3rd Mildmay
4th Tindal
Year 11 ‘A’ competition won by Holland. (pictured top)
Left to right:: Jamie Elliott, Amar Gupta, Hamza Khan, Jamie Brown
Year 11 ‘B’ comptition winners - Holland (pictured below)
Left to right] Eri Igbekele, Daniel Eagles, Jonathan Dean, Nitish Gadi

Year 12/13
Overall results:
1st Mildmay
2nd Strutt
3rd Holland
4th Tindal
Year 12/13 ‘A' competition won by Mildmay (pictured top)
Left to right: Harry Buckle, Tom Gibney, Vineeth Kamma, Joachin Mapes
Year 12/13 ‘B' competition won by Strutt (pictured below)
Left to right:: Heshan Mahendra, Aditha Sivikumar, Abhinav Peddasomayajula, Benjamin Pickwick
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Sports Report
JOHN DAVIES, HEAD OF MIDDLE SCHOOL

BASKETBALL
Basketball continues to increase in popularity at KEGS and this term saw the welcome return of action in the sports hall.
The Sixth Form team opened up against Southend, and managed to hold off a late charge to win a thrilling game. They then faced a
strong Westcliff side in the Essex Cup trailing late in the game, three clutch free throws from Karl Rokoszynski sent the game to
overtime, but unfortunately, KEGS were to finish second best to an impressive Westcliff team. The two sides faced off again, this
time in National Cup competition. A slightly depleted Westcliff team showed great resilience, but KEGS held off a late comeback
and now move into the second round.
The Year 11 team begun their season in a closely fought contest against Westcliff, running out 85-78 winners. They then made it
two wins from two against a hardworking Bower Park side. KEGS’ winning streak continued with a third win in the Essex Cup
pool, surviving a fourth quarter comeback from King John in a highly competitive game.
Year 10 got their Essex Cup campaign underway with a very tough win against Fitzwimarc, with some fantastic play from both
teams on both ends of the floor. They were to end up on the wrong end of the score-line against Westcliff in their next match,
but bounced back with wins against Boswells, Shenfield and Becket Keys.
After losing their opening match, the Year 9 team came back strong with wins against St.Martins and Mayflower. Year 8 secured a
win against King John to guarantee a place in the Essex Cup quarter final.
Year 7 won in the Essex Cup against Shenfield and Eastwood, but lost against St Thomas More. Sadly, with three teams tied on
two wins each, KEGS just missed out on qualification for the play-offs on points difference. KEGS put their disappointment behind
them with wins against St.Martins and St John Payne, and a last gasp victory over Great Baddow, in the MESSSA competition.
RUGBY
Rugby continued after half term with block fixtures against Westcliff, Great Baddow and Southend. There were keenly contested
fixtures throughout and the Year 10s particularly showing great tenacity and team spirit. Year 9 finished the season on a high with
some excellent attacking rugby as they beat Southend. Year 8 almost produced comeback wins against strong Southend and Great
Baddow teams, but came up just on the wrong side of the score-line in entertaining. The future looks bright for KEGS rugby with
the Year 7 teams producing some excellent results, with the ‘B’ team going undefeated. In the MESSSA festivals KEGS Year 8s had
a tough start in the opening two matches, but showed great effort and improvement to bounce back and win the final two games.
The Year 7 team also produced some great running rugby to secure 4 wins out of 4
TABLE TENNIS

In the Essex Championships the U13 team finished third and the U16 team overcame some strong opposition to become Essex
Champions!! This gave them qualification to the zonal final of the National Schools competition, where they were joined by KEGS’
U19 team. The U16 put in a great effort against some high quality opposition, but it was the U19 team (Joachin Mapes, Vineeth
Kamma, Harry Buckle & Saul Chivers) that stole the headlines winning the competition to be crowned Zonal Champions. They
now travel to Bristol to compete in the Regional finals. Well done to all involved and best of luck to the U19 team!
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Sports Report cont’d
FOOTBALL
In the Cup competitions the 1st XI 3-1 vs Boswells to progress to the quarter finals of the Essex Cup. Year 11 produced a strong
performance vs St John Payne to win in the MESSSA competition. In the new year the Saturday morning block fixtures resumed.
Against Great Baddow there were keenly contested matches all round with highlights of a 3-2 win for the 7As and a draw for
the 7Bs. In the following fixture against Saffron Walden KEGS won at 7A, and Year 9. KEGS footballers now look forward to
block fixtures vs Westcliff, Bishops Stortford and King John, and also the resumption of MESSSA competitions after half term.
CROSS COUNTRY
The KEGS cross country teams were in action in November in the MESSSA Championships at Hylands Park. The teams
performed extremely well with wins for the Inter and Senior boys teams! The junior team finished 2 nd and Year 7 came 5th.
Well done to all runners, but special mentions must go to Jacob Parrott (Y7) and Archie Durham (Inters) for coming first in
their respective races. Also for Austin Kelly (Junior) Joe Perry (Senior) for finishing second and Sam Waite (Senior) for crossing
the line in third.
Following this competition the following KEGS athletes represented Mid-Essex at the Essex Schools Championships in January –
Well done to all!
Joseph Perry - Senior boys – 3rd
Sam Waite - Senior boys – 6th
Archie Durham - Inter boys – 6th
William Sweeney - Inter boys – 18th
Austin Kelly - Junior Boys -24th
Sam Crane - Junior Boys – 31st

Diary Dates
Monday 14 – Friday 18 February (inclusive)– Half Tem
Wednesday 23 February – Year 7 parents evening (online)
Thursday 3 March – Non pupil day
Friday 4 March – Year 12 IRGs published
Monday 7 – Monday 14 March (inclusive) – tours for prospective Year 5s and parent/carer
Wednesday 9 March – Year 9 parents evening (online)
Wednesday 16 – Friday 18 March – ‘Spamalot’, School Hall
Thursday 17 March – Year 7-10 IRGs published
Saturday 19 March – Sports Morning, Bedford Fields
Wednesday 23 March – Y12 UCAS Information Evening
Wednesday 30 March – Year 13 reports published
Friday 1 April – Last day of term
Monday 4 April – Monday 18 April (inclusive) – Easter holiday
Tuesday 19 April – Non pupil day
Wednesday 20 April – Year 8 parents evening
Thursday 21 April – Spring Concert
Monday 2 May – May Day bank holiday

